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Domain Adaptation



Course Reminders

Poster session next Wednesday. 

Project report due the following Monday
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Azure: Form on Ed for reques=ng more credits for project.



Plan for Today

Domain	Adapta4on	
- Problem statements 
- Algorithms 

- Data reweigh=ng 
- Feature alignment 

Domain	Adapta4on	->	Domain	Generaliza4on
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Goals	for	this	lecture:		
- Understand domain adapta=on & generaliza=on problems, how they relate to 
mul=-task learning and transfer learning 
- Understand two general approaches and when to use one vs. another



Example domain adapta=on problems
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Tumor	detec4on	&	classifica4on

Source hospital Target hospital

varying imaging techniques, 
different demographics

Source corpus Target corpus
Text	classifica4on,	genera4on

differing sentence structure, 
vocabulary, word use

Land	use	classifica4on
Source region Target region

appearance of buildings, plants;  
weather condi=ons, pollu=on



min
θ

T

∑
i=1

ℒi(θ, 𝒟i)

Multi-Task Learning

Solve multiple tasks  at once.𝒯1, ⋯, 𝒯T

Transfer Learning

Solve target task  after solving source task(s) 𝒯b 𝒯a

by transferring knowledge learned from 𝒯a

Meta-Learning Problem 
Transfer Learning with Many Source Tasks

Given data from  , solve new task  more quickly / proficiently / stably𝒯1, …, 𝒯n 𝒯test

Problem Settings Recap
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Perform well on target domain ,  
using training data from source domain(s) 

pT(x, y)
pS(x, y)

Semi-supervised	domain	adapta4on: access to unlabeled and labeled target domain data 

Supervised	domain	adapta4on: access to labeled target domain data.

A form of transfer	learning, with access	to	target	domain	data	during	training

We will focus on unsupervised	domain	adapta/on.

What is domain adapta=on?
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(“transduc=ve” learning)

Unsupervised	domain	adapta4on: access to unlabeled target domain data 



Unsupervised	domain	adapta4on: access to unlabeled target domain data 

Common	assump4ons: 
- Source and target domain only differ in domain of the func=on, i.e.  
- There exists a single hypothesis with low error.

pS(y |x) = pT(y |x)

A “domain” is a special case of a “task”
A task: 𝒯i ≜ {pi(x), pi(y |x), ℒi} A domain: di ≜ {pi(x), p(y |x), ℒ}
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Perform well on target domain ,  
using training data from source domain(s) 

pT(x, y)
pS(x, y)

A form of transfer	learning, with access	to	target	domain	data	during	training
(“transduc=ve” learning)

What is domain adapta=on?



Example domain adapta=on problems
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Tumor	detec4on	&	classifica4on

Source hospital Target hospital

varying imaging techniques, 
different demographics

Source corpus Target corpus
Text	classifica4on,	genera4on

differing sentence structure, 
vocabulary, word use

Land	use	classifica4on
Source region Target region

appearance of buildings, plants;  
weather condi=ons, pollu=on

Revisi4ng	assump4ons: 
- Access to target domain data during training. 
- There exists a single hypothesis  with low error.f(y |x)

Ques4on:	Should you condi=on on a task 
iden=fier in domain adapta=on problems?



Plan for Today

Domain	Adapta4on	
- Problem statements 
- Algorithms 

- Data	reweigh4ng	
- Feature alignment 

Domain	Adapta4on	->	Domain	Generaliza4on
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Goals	for	this	lecture:		
- Understand domain adapta=on & generaliza=on problems, how they relate to 
mul=-task learning and transfer learning 
- Understand two general approaches and when to use one vs. another
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Toy domain adapta=on problem

Problem adapted from Blitzer & Daume ICML ‘10

x

pS(x)pT(x)

+ + +++- - -+ + +--- - +--+ --
+++++ --- +++ -- --+ - - +- -

e.g. sample selec=on bias

How can we learn a classifier that does well on ? 
(using labeled data from  & unlabeled data from )

pT(x)
pS(x) pT(x)

Problem: Classifier trained on  pays li^le a^en=on 
to examples with high probability under 

pS(x)
pT(s)
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Toy domain adapta=on problem

Problem adapted from Blitzer & Daume ICML ‘10

x

pS(x)pT(x)

+ + +++- - -+ + +--- - +--+ --
+++++ --- +++ -- --+ - - +- -

e.g. sample selec=on bias

Solu4on: Upweight examples with high  but low pT(x) pS(x)

Problem: Classifier trained on  pays li^le a^en=on 
to examples with high probability under 

pS(x)
pT(s)

+ + +++- - -+ + +--- - +--+ --+ -

Why does this make sense mathema=cally?
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Domain adapta=on via importance sampling

Empirical	risk	minimiza4on	on	source	data: min
θ

𝔼pS(x,y)[L( fθ(x), y)]

Goal: ERM	on target	distribu4on: min
θ

𝔼pT(x,y)[L( fθ(x), y)]

 

                                    

                                     

𝔼pT(x,y)[L( fθ(x), y)] = ∫ pT(x, y)L( fθ(x), y)dxdy

= ∫ pT(x, y)
pS(x, y)
pS(x, y)

L( fθ(x), y)dxdy

= 𝔼pS(x,y) [ pT(x, y)
pS(x, y)

L( fθ(x), y)]
Solu4on: Upweight examples with high  but low pT(x) pS(x)

Note:  cancels out if it is 
the same for source & target

p(y |x)
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Domain adapta=on via importance sampling

min
θ

𝔼pS(x,y) [ pT(x)
pS(x)

L( fθ(x), y)] How to es=mate the importance weights ?
pT(x)
pS(x)

Op4on	1: Es=mate likelihoods  and , then divide.pT(x) pS(x) But, difficult to es=mate accurately.

Can we es=mate the ra=o without training a genera=ve model?

p(x | target) =
p(target |x)p(x)

p(target)

p(x | source) =
p(source |x)p(x)

p(source)

pT(x)
pS(x)

=
p(x | target)
p(x | source)

=
p(target |x)p(source)
p(source |x)p(target)

can es=mate with 
binary classifier!

a constant

Bayes rule:

Bickel, Bruckner, Scheffer. Discrimina=ve Learning Under Covariate Shia. JMLR ‘09
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Domain adapta=on via importance sampling

min
θ

𝔼pS(x,y) [ pT(x)
pS(x)

L( fθ(x), y)]

Full	algorithm: 
1. Train binary classifier  to discriminate between source and target data. 

2. Reweight or resample data  according to . 

3. Op=mize loss  on reweighted or resampled data.

c(source |x)

𝒟S
1 − c(source |x)

c(source |x)
L( fθ(x), y)

pT(x)
pS(x)

=
p(x | target)
p(x | source)

=
p(target |x)p(source)
p(source |x)p(target)

Bickel, Bruckner, Scheffer. Discrimina=ve Learning Under Covariate Shia. JMLR ‘09

can es=mate with 
binary classifier!

a constant
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What assump=on does this make?

min
θ

𝔼pS(x,y) [ pT(x)
pS(x)

L( fθ(x), y)]
Source  needs to cover the target .pS(x) pT(x)

Formally: if , then .pT(x) ≠ 0 pS(x) ≠ 0

Source corpus Target corpus

Text	classifica4on,	genera4on

—> May have enough coverage of distr.

Tumor	detec4on	&	classifica4on

Source hospital Target hospital

—> Source probably won’t cover target distr!



Plan for Today

Domain	Adapta4on	
- Problem statements 
- Algorithms 

- Data reweigh=ng 
- Feature	alignment	

Domain	Adapta4on	->	Domain	Generaliza4on
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Goals	for	this	lecture:		
- Understand domain adapta=on & generaliza=on problems, how they relate to 
mul=-task learning and transfer learning 
- Understand two general approaches and when to use one vs. another
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Domain adapta=on if support is not shared?

pS(x)

pT(x)

Can we align the features?

Source classifier in aligned	feature	space 
is more accurate in target domain.

How to align the features?
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Domain adapta=on if support is not shared?

pS(x)

pT(x)

How	to	align	the	features?

Need to match features at popula/on-level.

i.e. make encoded samples   
       indis=nguishable from 

f(x), x ∼ pS( ⋅ )
f(x), x ∼ pT( ⋅ )

Key	idea: Try to fool a domain classifier .c(d = source | f(x))
If samples are indis=nguishable to discriminator, then distribu=ons are the same.
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Domain adapta=on via feature alignment

x fθ(x)

Feature encoder Label classifier

gθg
(y | f(x))

cϕ(d = source | f(x))
Domain classifier

Minimize label predic=on error & maximize “domain confusion”

dℒy

dθ

dℒy

dθ

dℒc

dϕ

−λ
dℒc

dθ

“gradient reversal”

Key	idea: Try to fool a domain classifier .c(d = source | f(x))

Tzeng et al. Deep Domain Confusion. arXiv ‘14 
Ganin et al. Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks. JMLR ‘16
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Domain adapta=on via feature alignment

Full	algorithm: 

1. Randomly ini=alize encoder , label classifier , domain classifier  

2. Update domain classifier: . 

3. Update label classifier & encoder:  

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3.

fθ gθg
cϕ

min
ϕ

ℒc = − 𝔼x∼DS
[log cϕ( f(x))] − 𝔼x∼DT

[1 − log cϕ( f(x))]

min
θ,θg

𝔼(x,y)∼DS
[L (gθg

( fθ(x)), y)] − λℒc

x fθ(x)

Feature encoder Label classifier

gθg
(y | f(x))

cϕ(d = source | f(x))
Domain classifier“gradient reversal”

Tzeng et al. Deep Domain Confusion. arXiv ‘14 
Ganin et al. Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks. JMLR ‘16

dℒy

dθ

dℒy

dθ

−λ
dℒc

dθ dℒc

dϕ
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Domain adapta=on via feature alignment

x fθ(x)

Feature encoder Label classifier

gθg
(y | f(x))

cϕ(d = source | f(x))
Domain classifier

dℒy

dθ

dℒy

dθ

dℒc

dϕ

−λ
dℒc

dθ

“gradient reversal”

Slightly	different	forms	of	domain	adversarial	training.

Op4on	1: Maximize domain classifier loss  
(gradient reversal, same as GANs)

Op4on	2: Op=mize for 50/50 guessing

Tzeng et al. Deep Domain Confusion. arXiv ‘14 
Ganin et al. Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks. JMLR ‘16



Domain adapta=on via feature alignment

Toy	example

target domain data: ⋅
source domain: +, —

standard NN training domain adversarial training

22Ganin et al. Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks. JMLR ‘16
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Importance	weigh4ng

+ simple, can work well 

—   requires source distr. to cover target

Feature	alignment

+ fairly simple to implement, can work quite well 
+ doesn’t require source data coverage 

—   involves adversarial op=miza=on 

—   requires clear alignment in data
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pS(x)

pT(x)
min

θ
𝔼pS(x,y) [ pT(x)

pS(x)
L( fθ(x), y)]

pS(x)pT(x)

++ +++---+ + +---- +--+ --+++++ --- +++ -- --+ - - +- -
+ + +++- --+ + +---- +--+ --+ -



Plan for Today

Domain	Adapta4on	
- Problem statements 
- Algorithms 

- Data reweigh=ng 
- Feature alignment 

Domain	Adapta4on	->	Domain	Generaliza4on
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Goals	for	this	lecture:		
- Understand domain adapta=on & generaliza=on problems, how they relate to 
mul=-task learning and transfer learning 
- Understand two general approaches and when to use one vs. another



Source hospital Target hospital
Domain	adapta4on Domain	generaliza4on

- one source domain 
- unlabeled data from target domain

- mul=ple source domains 
- no data from target domain 
     (zero-shot generalize to new domain)

Source hospitals Target hospital

What if we don’t have unlabeled data from the target domain?



Toy example

Training data

Label: digit
Domain:

Test data  
(from new domain)

Features: (digit, color, style)

predic=on

A key concept in domain generaliza=on: domain	invariance

BeZer	Features: (digit, style)

predic=on

color
These	features	are	domain	invariant!



How to learn domain invariant features?

x fθ(x)

Feature encoder Label classifier

gθg
(y | f(x))

cϕ(d = source | f(x))
Domain classifier

dℒy

dθ

dℒy

dθ

dℒc

dϕ

−λ
dℒc

dθ

“gradient reversal”

Domain adversarial training!

Let  be domain label of example .dx x

cϕ(d = dx | f(x))

Training	
1. Randomly ini=alize encoder  , label classifier , domain classifier  

2. Update domain classifier: . 

3. Update label classifier & encoder:  

4. Repeat steps 2 & 3.

fθ gθg
cϕ

min
ϕ

ℒc = − 𝔼x∼D[log cϕ(d = dx | f(x))]

min
θ,θg

𝔼(x,y)∼DS
[L (gθg

( fθ(x)), y)] − λℒc

Tes4ng

Apply model to 
examples from a 
new domain



Source hospitals Target hospital

Camelyon17	dataset Accuracy	on	target	hospital

ERM (standard training) 70.3%

Func4onal	Map	of	the	World	(FMoW)	dataset

Fish 34.6%

35.5%LISA

ERM (standard training) 32.3%

Accuracy	on	worst	region

Fish 74.7%

77.1%LISA

(Methods	that	aim	for	domain	invariance)

Datasets	from	the	WILDS	benchmark



When might this fail?

Perfect correla=on between labels and domainstrain

test
What will happen if you train for 
domain invariance in this case?

Another	limita4on: need to know the domain label for each example.

(pollev.com/330)

http://pollev.com/330


Summary

Domain:	Tasks with  data distribu=ons, same , p(x) p(y |x) ℒ

Adapt w/ unlabeled target domain data Zero-shot generalize to new domain

As few as one	domain in training data Need data from mul/ple training domains

Two	general	approaches:	

Domain	adapta4on Domain	generaliza4on

Reweight the data Encourage domain invariance
if you have good coverage if there is a clear way to align features 



Plan for Today

Domain	Adapta4on	
- Problem statements 
- Algorithms 

- Data reweigh=ng 
- Feature alignment 

Domain	Adapta4on	->	Domain	Generaliza4on
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Goals	for	this	lecture:		
- Understand domain adapta=on & generaliza=on problems, how they relate to 
mul=-task learning and transfer learning 
- Understand two general approaches and when to use one vs. another



Course Reminders
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Next	4me:	Fron=ers & Open Problems!

Poster session next Wednesday. 

Project report due the following Monday

Azure: Form on Ed for reques=ng more credits for project.



Time Permitng
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Which fron=ers would you rather see in the fron=ers & open problems lecture?

1. meta reinforcement learning 
2. meta-learning for adap=ng LLMs, VLMs


